
RAIGANJ UNIVERSITY 

P.O.: Raiganj, Dist.: Uttar Dinajpur, West Bengal, Pin- 733134, India 

Department of History e-mail: historyrgu@gmail.com 

 

Date: 29.12.2020 

NOTIFICATION FOR ONLINE SEMESTER EXAMINATION 

In accordance with the letter of the Dy. Controller of Examinations, Raiganj University, 

vide Ref. No.625/CE/RGU/2020, dated 10.12.2020, all UG (Hons. and Programme Course) 

2nd and 4th Semester, UG Part-II General (1+1+1) and PG 2nd Semester Examinations 2020 

(Regular/Casual/Back) will be conducted, as per the following Modalities of the 

Examinations for the Department of History. Schedule of these ensuing 

examinations has already been published by the Deputy Controller of Examinations, 

Raiganj University.  

 
The Modalities of the Examinations: 

a) The examinations will be conducted in online mode. In addition to the normal time 

frame allowed in the examinations, the examinees will be allowed with an additional 

time of 30 (thirty) minutes both for downloading the question papers and uploading 

the answer scripts for their examinations.  

b)  The question papers will be circulated digitally (in the WhatsApp Group of the 

particular batch of students). However, Question Paper only for PG 2nd Semester 

(CBCS Old) and Part II General Examination (under 1+1+1 system) will be uploaded 

on the website of the University. 

 

c) Within the stipulated time the students have to send the answer script to the respective 

e-mail address mentioned below after converting the answer script into one PDF file. 

Please mention page number on the top right-hand side of every page. Please name 

the PDF file with paper code and Roll Number. 

 

d) The students may use the sheet attached herewith as the front page of their answer 

script. The students must have to furnish all relevant information (Examination, 

Registration No.(with session), Roll, No., Examination Date, Subject and 

mailto:historyrgu@gmail.com


Course/Paper) in the front page of the answer script. 
 

e) For any query / Examination related issues the students can call the Head, Dept. of 

History at 9474321986. 

UG 4TH  SEMESTER HONS. & GE 

 
COURSE CODE 

 
E-mail address to which the answer 

script is to be sent 

HISHC-8  

 
ugsemester4@gmail.com 

HISHC-9 
 

HISHC-10  
 

HISHSEC-2 

HISGE-4 
 

ugge4rgu@gmail.com 

UG 2ND  SEMESTER HONS. & GE 

COURSE CODE E-mail address to which the 

answer script is to be sent 

HISHC-3 
 

ugsemester2@gmail.com 

HISHC-4  
 

HISGE-2  
 

ugge2rgu@gmail.com 

UG PROGRAMME COURSE 4TH SEMESTER 

COURSE CODE 
 

E-mail address to which the 

answer script is to be sent 

HISDSC-4 
 

pcsem4@gmail.com 

HISSEC-2 

UG PROGRAMME COURSE 2ND SEMESTER 

COURSE CODE  
 

E-mail address to which the answer 

script is to be sent 

HISDSC-2 
 

 ugpcsem2@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:pcsem4@gmail.com


PG 2ND SEMESTER 

COURSE CODE  E-mail address to which the 

answer script is to be sent 

HISPG 2201 

Core Course 
rgupgsem2@gmail.com 

HISPG 2202  
Core Course 

HISPG 2203 

Core Course 

HISPG 2204 

Core Course 

HISPG2305 
 (GE-2) 

rgupgge2@gmail.com 

PG 2ND Semeste (CBCS Old) 

COURSE CODE  E-mail address to which the 

answer script is to be sent 

HISM-2101 pgsem2old@gmail.com 

HISM-2102 

HISM-2103 

HISM-2104 

IDC-2 
 
 

B.A. Part II General (under 1+1+1 Examination system) (for Casual & Back candidates) 

COURSE CODE  E-mail address to which the 

answer script is to be sent 

History (Paper-IV) histpart2gen@gmail.com 

History (Paper-V) 

History (Paper-VI) 

Head, Department of History 
Raiganj University 
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